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Abstract
Predator-prey systems are ubiquitous across ecological systems. Typical ecological models focus on the dynamics of predator-prey populations. Eco-evolutionary
models integrate arms race or Red-Queen like dynamics. The roles of the predator and prey species are always assumed to be static. Nevertheless, sometimes
predators can bite off more than they can chew. For example, predators that encounter multiple or dangerous prey types may need to develop new predatory
tactics to capture prey. We explore the dynamics of predator-prey dynamics when
the prey can injure or kill the predator. This common ecological scenario places
pressure on the predator to develop novel predatory tactics to both capture prey
and avoid counter-attack from prey. Taking a bottom-up approach, we develop the
Holling function mechanistically and then implement it in a model of innovationselection dynamics inspired by economic theory. We show how an interdisciplinary
approach can be used to explain the emergence of complex predatory behaviours.
Notably, our study shows why predators may hunt dangerous prey even when safe
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prey are available. In a broader context, we demonstrate how a multidisciplinary
approach combining ecology, evolution and economics improves our understanding of a complex behavioural trait.

Keywords: predator-dangerous prey, innovation dynamics, evolutionary games

Introduction
Predation is a key selection pressure driving community composition and ecosystem function [1, 2, 3]. Research has previously focussed on the responses of prey
in predator-prey interactions [4, 5, 6]. However, there is burgeoning interest in how
the behaviour of predators influences population dynamics [7, 8]. There is ample
evidence that both within and between-individual variation in predator behaviour influences predator-prey dynamics (e.g. [9, 10, 5, 6]. Our understanding of the degree
and forms of influence is still in its infancy despite long recognition of the importance
of individual variation [11, 10, 7, 12]. One major source of variation in predator behaviour and hence predation success and population dynamics is individual foraging
strategy.
Many predators adopt flexible foraging strategies that incorporate tactics such
as stalking, ambush, pursuit or luring to maximise their prey capture success (e.g.,
[13, 14]). Multiple factors can induce a predator to change foraging tactics, including
prey type, environmental factors or satiation levels. For example, in order to ameliorate the risks posed by dangerous prey, predators often adopt specific foraging tactics
that are designed to neutralise prey defences. Jumping spiders that prey on other
jumping spiders adopt specific cryptic stalking postures that reduce the risk of the
prey spider recognising the predator, while adopting non-cryptic stalking behaviour
against other prey that is less likely to counter-attack [15]. Similarly, whiptail lizards
that prey on scorpions vigorously shake their prey for prolonged periods before consuming them, but adopt a shorter, less violent tactic against cricket prey [16]. The
prevalence of flexible foraging strategies in predators are likely to strongly co-vary
with the population dynamics of predators and prey.
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Predators and prey have some of the closest eco-evolutionary relationships. There
is often intense selection pressure on both predator and prey populations to develop
and establish novel predatory or anti-predator traits (e.g. [17]). Changes in predatory behaviour can result in significant shifts in predator-prey population dynamics
[18, 19]. How predators develop new predatory tactics is not well understood. Innovation in animals (and across scales of organisation) has been a subject of intense
investigation in recent years [20, 21]. Here, we develop a model that demonstrates
that innovation dynamics can result in the development and maintenance of complex
predatory tactics. We then quantify the population dynamics between predators with
flexible foraging strategies (i.e., multiple predatory tactics) and their prey.
We develop a framework which is a combination of traditional ecological theory, evolutionary game dynamics and innovation theory [22, 23]. We develop two
prey types, safe and dangerous. Predators could have simple strategies employing
straightforward hunting tactics, or complex - having novel and complicated hunting
tactics. We derive the Holling responses for the hunting strategies and the different
prey types by using a decision tree based approach inspired by game theoretic analysis. While the population dynamics of such a model can be extensively studied, our
aim is to hypothize a mechanism which brings about innovative complex predatory
tactics in the first place.

Model and Results
2.1 Population dynamics
Before addressing dangerous prey and novel hunting tactics, let us begin with a simple predator-prey model. The abundance of the prey is given by x and that of the
predator by y. The following set of differential equations can then describe the dy-
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The prey increases in density at a certain fixed rate g but the density is capped by
the carrying capacity M . The prey density is reduced by consumption by the predator
according to the function φ(x), a function of the prey density. As such, predators can
increase in density while dying at a constant rate e. In the simplest case one can
assume that φ(x) = x. The analysis of such a simple predator-prey system can be
found in the classical texts of theoretical biology [24].
Next, we extend the system to include two prey types (safe and dangerous). The
two types of prey reflect natural communities in which predators often have multiple
prey types, rather than specialising on just one. We track the abundances of safe and
dangerous prey by xs and xd respectively. Thus now the system would be made up
of the two prey types and a simple predator (See SI.1 for the dynamical equations).
Let us imagine a predator which can assess the risk of attacking a dangerous prey
and adjust its behaviour accordingly. We assume that both prey (predator) types fall
in the same niche such that they compete for space and therefore have a combined
carrying capacity of M (N ) respectively. Thus we can track the population dynamics
of the prey xs (safe), xd (dangerous) and the predator y (simple) and z (complex) (see
Table in SI.1). Both the simple and complex predatory strategies, as well as the safe
and dangerous prey types, can co-exist. However, how does the complex strategy
arise? To understand the origin of such strategies we first start by quantifying the
decisions made by predators during their interactions with prey.

2.2 How do predators make decisions?
To understand how new predatory behaviours can come about, first, we need to understand how the predators progress through a hunt. The response function usually
assumed to be merely a linear function of the prey density may not be linear. How
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does the density of prey influence prey capture rates? Holling [25] addressed this
question resulting in the now-famous Holling response curves. The response curves
from Holling’s experiment and their variations have been derived and readdressed to
take into account various eco-evolutionary factors such as multiple prey types, different types of prey or including prey defence mechanisms [26, 27, 28]. While we could
adopt one of the Holling responses developed, we would lose any mechanistic interpretation of the terms involved. We derive the response function using a decision tree
technique from game theory [22]. This decision tree model helps us step through the
decision-making processes of predators.
Simple predator. A simple predator searches for prey, spending time ts and
encounters the two prey types, safe and dangerous, with probabilities proportional to
their relative abundances in the population. The probability of encountering safe prey
is thus S = xs /M and of encountering dangerous prey is D = xd /M . Empty patches
are thus encountered with probability 1 − S − D. A predator that encounters safe prey
follows the left side of the decision tree whereas for dangerous prey it follows the right
side (Figure. 1). The payoff of each set of decisions is provided at the bottom of the
leaves. The time required to reach that decision is on the left for safe prey and on the
right for dangerous prey encounters. Since the prey handling time depends on prey
type, these times can differ.
As shown in Figure 1, there are nine possible outcomes (O1 to O9 ). Each outcome
has a probability given by the product of the probabilities leading to that outcome. For
example, the probability of encountering a safe prey, then deciding to attack it, but
then the prey escaping is given by xs O2 where O2 = as (1 − cs ).
The functional responses of the simple predator upon encountering the two prey
types are then denoted by,
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Figure 1: Decision tree for a simple predator. The predator encounters safe prey with
probability S = xs /M and a dangerous prey with probability D = xd /M . The probability
that there is no prey in the patch follows 1 − S − D. The predator first decides to attack
with probability as (ad ). If the predator chooses to attack, the capture probability is
denoted by cs (cd ). However, after prey capture the predator can decide whether to
release the prey (finding it to be too dangerous) with probability rd or it may be injured
in the process of attacking with probability 1 − qd − rd where qd is then the eventual
probability of successful capture of dangerous prey. For safe prey, these probabilities of
predator injury do not appear. Each of these steps requires a certain amount of time,
given on the edges of the tree with the notation t. The outcomes of following each
branch of the decision tree are collated at the terminus of each branch.
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which simplify to,
φS =

Sas cs
.
ts + S(tds + as (tas + cs ths )) + D(tdd + ad (tad + cd thd ))

(4)

φD =

Dad cd qd
.
ts + S(tds + as (tas + cs ths )) + D(tdd + ad (tad + cd thd ))

(5)

and,

These functional responses look unfamiliar because we have assigned both prey
types to be present. As in [22], we can recover the traditional form of the Holling
response by normalising the search time M ts = 1 and focusing on cases when only
one prey type is present (either safe (xs = M ) or dangerous (xd = M )). These are
the assumptions which the traditional Holling response is based on, and our functions
become,

φS

=

φD

=

xs as cs
1 + (tds + as (tas + cs ths ))xs
xd ad cd
.
1 + (tdd + ad (tad + cd thd ))xd

(6)
(7)

We assume that the simple predator cannot differentiate between the safe and dangerous prey. Therefore it decides to attack any prey with the same probability (as =
ad = 0.9) and attacks instantaneously (ts = td = 0). However the dangerous prey
is harder to capture (cd = 0.2 < cs = 0.8). The difference in the timing lies in the
handling time. For different magnitudes of handling times for the dangerous prey, we
see that the capture rate of safe prey is always higher than that of dangerous prey
Fig. 2 (left panel).
Thus using a decision tree model coming from game theory, we have provided a
mechanistic basis for the functional response of a simple predator to dangerous prey.
It is possible to analyse the response dynamics further using the static concepts of
equilibrium selection as is done extensively in [22] for safe prey. However, our aim
here is to analyse the functional response of a predator employing complex strategies,
and subsequently, the dynamics of predator-prey interactions.
Complex predator. A complex predator assesses the risk posed by safe and
dangerous prey (Fig. 3). First, the complex predator needs to identify the kind of prey
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Figure 2: Left panel. For the simple predator the chance of hunting the safe prey
depend on as = 0.9 and cs = 0.8. Similarly, successfully hunting a dangerous prey
depends on ad = 0.9, cd = 0.2, i.e. the predator does not differentiate between the
prey types when deciding to attack tds = tdd = 0.0 but the capture probabilities differ.
Furthermore qd = 0.1 and rd = 0.5, i.e. there is only a small chance of success as there
is a higher risk of the predator getting injured. The handling time for dangerous prey
thd = 0.5, 5, 50 is more than handling safe prey ths = 0.1 resulting in a progressively
lower prey capture rate. Right panel. For a complex predator, the decision tree is similar
however we have as = 0.9 whereas ad = 0.8, i.e. the predator discerns between the
two prey types and can actively choose to attack the dangerous prey less often than the
safe prey. A complex, novel tactic can result in a higher capture success with cd = 0.9.
However an innovative strategy requires an investment of time, with tdd = 0.1. The
invested time and complexity result in a higher chance of success qd = 0.55, rd = 0.1
with a smaller chance of injury. For both scenarios we set ts = τs = 1. The resulting
prey capture rates follow a similar pattern to that predicted in [29].
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Figure 3: Decision tree for a complex predator. The predator encounters safe prey
with probability S = xs /M and a dangerous prey with probability D = xd /M . The
probability that there is no prey in the patch follows 1 − S − D. For the safe prey the
dynamics proceeds in a similar manner as that for the simple predator (Fig. 1). When
deciding to attack the prey, the complex predator can distinguish if the prey is safe or
dangerous. This process of discerning takes time such that as compared to the simple
predator we have τdd/ds > tdd . Given a dangerous prey the predator chooses to employ
a novel innovative attack technique. The execution time of the innovative attack will
depend on the exact type of the innovation. The structure of the rest of the decision tree
is again the same as in Fig. 1.

it has encountered. Risk assessment results in a delay in making an initial decision
to attack or abort the hunt as compared to the simple predator τdd/ds > tdd . Next,
the predator selects a direct attack tactic for safe prey, while for dangerous prey a
different tactic is employed.
Using the same analysis technique as for the simple predator, we can write down
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the response curves for the complex predator when feeding on the two prey types as,
ΦS =
ΦD =

S O1
S

P

3
i=1

S

P

3
i=1



Oi τi + (1 − S − D)τ4 + D

P



(8)

Oi τi

P



(9)

Oi τi

9
j=5

D O7


Oi τi + (1 − S − D)τ4 + D

9
j=5

Since the complex predator has invested time in assessing the difference between
the prey types, it attacks the two prey types with different probabilities (say as =
0.9 > ad = 0.8). Employing a novel hunting technique specific to the dangerous
prey results in a higher capture probability as compared to that of a simple predator.
Subsuming the costs in the amount of time spent in the discriminatory behaviour, the
complex predator overall performs worse at capturing prey although it can capture the
dangerous prey better than the simple predator (compare panels in Fig. 2).
While we have characterised the response curves of the predators to the different
prey types, they are not in the same currency as that of energizable metabolic units.
The energy gain for the predators (simple and complex, f and F ) is denoted by,
f = π s φS + π d φD

(10)

F = πs ΦS + πd ΦD

(11)

When a predator attacks dangerous prey, the rate at which it can get injured is a function of the density of the dangerous prey, just as a Holling response. We capture injury
rates with φI and ΦI for the simple and complex predators respectively calculated in
a manner similar to Eqs. (7),(9).

2.3 Population dynamics revisited
Now that we have a mechanistic description of the functional responses we can revisit the population dynamics of the two prey types, safe and dangerous, and the
two predator types, simple and complex. The dynamics follow the following set of
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equations,


x˙s

=

x˙d

=

ẏ

=

ż

=


xs + xd
g1 xs 1 −
− yφS − zΦS
M


xs + xd
g2 xd 1 −
− yφD − zΦD
M
 


y+z
y f 1−
− e1 − πI φI
N
 


y+z
z F 1−
− e2 − πI ΦI
N

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

The growth of the two prey follows a logistic pattern whereas their deaths feed the
predators. The predators die with an intrinsic death rate but also after suffering injuries from encountering the dangerous predator. The population dynamics of such a
system is akin to the dynamics of two prey and two predators [30, 31].
So far, we have assumed that the complex predator is present without discussing
its origins. At the core of this study lies the question of how a complex predatory
strategy can come about in the first place. We thus discuss the different ways a
predator can “innovate” a complex novel predatory tactic.

2.4 How do predators innovate?
Until now we have followed the population dynamics assuming that ‘somehow’ an
innovative predatory tactic comes about and then spreads in the population. However,
how exactly does this innovative tactic arise? We assume that a predator can employ
different types of simple strategies - a set we define as the core tactics. A complex
predator can also have a set of innovative predatory tactics - a set we define as the
‘novel’ tactics. Here, we define a route between the set of simple core tactics and the
complex novel tactics. To do so, we make use of the concept of innovation.
In engineering and economics, the concept of innovation has been studied extensively [32]. Economics defines three conditions that need to be satisfied to drive
innovation [33] – a recognised need, competent people with the required technology
and, financial support. We argue that similar factors drive innovation in biology,
• a positive selection pressure,
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<latexit

µ
<latexit sha1_base64="1KbiY2HBUQlvSL11sL5bMxpq/6Y=">AAAB6XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoN6CXjxGdE0gWcLsZDYZMjO7zEMISz7BiwcVr/6RN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KM8608f1vr7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O5V9w8edWoVoSFJearaMdaUM0lDwwyn7UxRLGJOW/HoZuq3nqjSLJUPZpzRSOCBZAkj2Djpvitsr1rz6/4MaJkEBalBgWav+tXtp8QKKg3hWOtO4GcmyrEyjHA6qXStphkmIzygHUclFlRH+ezUCTpxSh8lqXIlDZqpvydyLLQei9h1CmyGetGbiv95HWuSyyhnMrOGSjJflFiOTIqmf6M+U5QYPnYEE8XcrYgMscLEuHQqLoRg8eVlEp7Vr+r+3XmtcV2kUYYjOIZTCOACGnALTQiBwACe4RXePO69eO/ex7y15BUzh/AH3ucPypuNqQ==</latexit>

Mutation-selection

xd

xs

ts

ts

<latexit sha1_base64="oDTO/1LuZHH4M45B4sFfgOEHx+E=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxoq2FNpTNZtMu3WzC7kQsoT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5BKYdB1v53Syura+kZ5s7K1vbO7V90/aJsk04y3WCIT3Qmo4VIo3kKBkndSzWkcSP4QjK6n9YdHro1I1D2OU+7HdKBEJBhFa9099cN+tebW3ZnIMngF1KBQs1/96oUJy2KukElqTNdzU/RzqlEwySeVXmZ4StmIDnjXoqIxN34+W3VCTqwTkijR9ikkM/f3RE5jY8ZxYDtjikOzWJua/9W6GUaXfi5UmiFXbP5RlEmCCZneTUKhOUM5tkCZFnZXwoZUU4Y2nYoNwVs8eRnaZ3XP8u15rXFVxFGGIziGU/DgAhpwA01oAYMBPMMrvDnSeXHenY95a8kpZg7hj5zPH1j+jdM=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="gowRfZaBJ7QO8RpcCW6ds/KIopA=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEeqx6MVjRfsBbSib7aZdutmE3YlYQn+CFw+KePUXefPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3iCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjG9m9fYj10bE6gEnCfcjOlQiFIyite6f+qZfrrhVdy6yCl4OFcjV6Je/eoOYpRFXyCQ1puu5CfoZ1SiY5NNSLzU8oWxMh7xrUdGIGz+brzolZ9YZkDDW9ikkc/f3REYjYyZRYDsjiiOzXJuZ/9W6KYZXfiZUkiJXbPFRmEqCMZndTQZCc4ZyYoEyLeyuhI2opgxtOiUbgrd88iq0Lqqe5bvLSv06j6MIJ3AK5+BBDepwCw1oAoMhPMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8HJZ47hj5zPH2+6jeI=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="xCZTbbNPWTf3JY4FXin2wqeM1WE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpAfum71a9mjcHWSV+QapQoNF3v3qDhGUxV8gkNabreykGOdUomOTTSi8zPKVsTIe8a6miMTdBPj91Ss6sMiBRom0pJHP190ROY2MmcWg7Y4ojs+zNxP+8bobRdZALlWbIFVssijJJMCGzv8lAaM5QTiyhTAt7K2EjqilDm07FhuAvv7xKWhc136v595fV+k0RRxlO4BTOwYcrqMMdNKAJDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AGmgjd4=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="xCZTbbNPWTf3JY4FXin2wqeM1WE=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpAfum71a9mjcHWSV+QapQoNF3v3qDhGUxV8gkNabreykGOdUomOTTSi8zPKVsTIe8a6miMTdBPj91Ss6sMiBRom0pJHP190ROY2MmcWg7Y4ojs+zNxP+8bobRdZALlWbIFVssijJJMCGzv8lAaM5QTiyhTAt7K2EjqilDm07FhuAvv7xKWhc136v595fV+k0RRxlO4BTOwYcrqMMdNKAJDIbwDK/w5kjnxXl3PhatJaeYOYY/cD5/AGmgjd4=</latexit>

as

tds

1

<latexit sha1_base64="CkQ+1QdaI4DoIFT2eMTLtjMT/bU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpgfZN3616NW8Oskr8glShQKPvfvUGCctirpBJakzX91IMcqpRMMmnlV5meErZmA5511JFY26CfH7qlJxZZUCiRNtSSObq74mcxsZM4tB2xhRHZtmbif953Qyj6yAXKs2QK7ZYFGWSYEJmf5OB0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNp2KDcFffnmVtC5qvlfz7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/4Hz+AEyujcs=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="zKL+w6HMJ+Jc2fafQ/hz2GiFTfw=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoxWMF+wFtKJvNpl272Q27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAU36HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco0ZS2qhNLdkBgmuGQt5ChYN9WMJKFgnXB8O/M7T0wbruQDTlIWJGQoecwpQSu1cZBHZjqo1ry6N4e7SvyC1KBAc1D96keKZgmTSAUxpud7KQY50cipYNNKPzMsJXRMhqxnqSQJM0E+v3bqnlklcmOlbUl05+rviZwkxkyS0HYmBEdm2ZuJ/3m9DOPrIOcyzZBJulgUZ8JF5c5edyOuGUUxsYRQze2tLh0RTSjagCo2BH/55VXSvqj7Xt2/v6w1boo4ynACp3AOPlxBA+6gCS2g8AjP8ApvjnJenHfnY9FacoqZY/gD5/MH7RGPWA==</latexit>

Attack

cs

tas

<latexit sha1_base64="8Z+32Oaqrf4AaPWmly7CDqQa3rw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpgfVN3616NW8Oskr8glShQKPvfvUGCctirpBJakzX91IMcqpRMMmnlV5meErZmA5511JFY26CfH7qlJxZZUCiRNtSSObq74mcxsZM4tB2xhRHZtmbif953Qyj6yAXKs2QK7ZYFGWSYEJmf5OB0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNp2KDcFffnmVtC5qvlfz7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/4Hz+AE+6jc0=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="U/zTtt1sMpYEfA9jv+yLgq3eZ7M=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOJsmY2ZllplcIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqSw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rU4N4w2mpTbtiFouheINFCh5OzGcxpHkrWh8O/NbT9xYodUDThIexnSoxEAwik5qYi+jdtorV/yqPwdZJUFOKpCj3it/dfuapTFXyCS1thP4CYYZNSiY5NNSN7U8oWxMh7zjqKIxt2E2v3ZKzpzSJwNtXCkkc/X3REZjaydx5DpjiiO77M3E/7xOioPrMBMqSZErtlg0SCVBTWavk74wnKGcOEKZEe5WwkbUUIYuoJILIVh+eZU0L6qBXw3uLyu1mzyOIpzAKZxDAFdQgzuoQwMYPMIzvMKbp70X7937WLQWvHzmGP7A+/wB6H+PVQ==</latexit>

Capture

ths

Plasticity-selection

<latexit sha1_base64="qGffiQWeD2aXcFndDhfE3FuzbD4=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx4rmLbQhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Nq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRSyeZYuizRCSqE1KNgkv0DTcCO6lCGocC2+H4bua3n1BpnshHM0kxiOlQ8ogzaqzkexe0r/vVmlt35yCrxCtIDQo0+9Wv3iBhWYzSMEG17npuaoKcKsOZwGmll2lMKRvTIXYtlTRGHeTzY6fkzCoDEiXKljRkrv6eyGms9SQObWdMzUgvezPxP6+bmegmyLlMM4OSLRZFmSAmIbPPyYArZEZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2n4oNwVt+eZW0LuueW/cermqN2yKOMpzAKZyDB9fQgHtogg8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvJKWaO4Q+czx8mUo49</latexit>

ad

as

1
<latexit sha1_base64="chELa+ZaLDqV6zRHvK9G+3brvnM=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx4rmLbQhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Nq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRSyeZYuizRCSqE1KNgkv0DTcCO6lCGocC2+H4bua3n1BpnshHM0kxiOlQ8ogzaqzkexesr/vVmlt35yCrxCtIDQo0+9Wv3iBhWYzSMEG17npuaoKcKsOZwGmll2lMKRvTIXYtlTRGHeTzY6fkzCoDEiXKljRkrv6eyGms9SQObWdMzUgvezPxP6+bmegmyLlMM4OSLRZFmSAmIbPPyYArZEZMLKFMcXsrYSOqKDM2n4oNwVt+eZW0LuueW/cermqN2yKOMpzAKZyDB9fQgHtogg8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvJKWaO4Q+czx8pXo4/</latexit>

Ambush

<latexit sha1_base64="bCWK3zDj/i0odhgkjSaLaLDLr/k=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx4rmLbQhrLZTNqlm03Y3Qil9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSa4Nq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRS6e5YuizVKSqE1KNgkv0DTcCO5lCmoQC2+Hobua3n1BpnspHM84wSOhA8pgzaqzkexe0H/WrNbfuzkFWiVeQGhRo9qtfvShleYLSMEG17npuZoIJVYYzgdNKL9eYUTaiA+xaKmmCOpjMj52SM6tEJE6VLWnIXP09MaGJ1uMktJ0JNUO97M3E/7xubuKbYMJllhuUbLEozgUxKZl9TiKukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYfCo2BG/55VXSuqx7bt17uKo1bos4ynACp3AOHlxDA+6hCT4w4PAMr/DmSOfFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8AD5aOLg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="k2EIADcmswMKEzW6UZ/xGSgk1v0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDabSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSAXXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6yRTDFssEYnqBlSj4BJbhhuB3VQhjQOBnWB8O/M7T6g0T+SjmaTox3QoecQZNVZ6YINwUK25dXcOskq8gtSgQHNQ/eqHCctilIYJqnXPc1Pj51QZzgROK/1MY0rZmA6xZ6mkMWo/n586JWdWCUmUKFvSkLn6eyKnsdaTOLCdMTUjvezNxP+8Xmaiaz/nMs0MSrZYFGWCmITM/iYhV8iMmFhCmeL2VsJGVFFmbDoVG4K3/PIqaV/UPbfu3V/WGjdFHGU4gVM4Bw+uoAF30IQWMBjCM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8ATj+jb4=</latexit>

Prey escapes

Capture

<latexit sha1_base64="lBUElPNJF0vEQOAi48yBIyhazGA=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4aUlE0GPRi8cK9kPaEDabTbt0dxN3N0IJ/RVePCji1Z/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemHKmjet+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eCwrZNMEdoiCU9UN8SaciZpyzDDaTdVFIuQ0044upn6nSeqNEvkvRmn1Bd4IFnMCDZWevBqj0FUU0EUVKpu3Z0BLROvIFUo0AwqX/0oIZmg0hCOte55bmr8HCvDCKeTcj/TNMVkhAe0Z6nEgmo/nx08QadWiVCcKFvSoJn6eyLHQuuxCG2nwGaoF72p+J/Xy0x85edMppmhkswXxRlHJkHT71HEFCWGjy3BRDF7KyJDrDAxNqOyDcFbfHmZtM/rnlv37i6qjesijhIcwwmcgQeX0IBbaEILCAh4hld4c5Tz4rw7H/PWFaeYOYI/cD5/ANxqj8g=</latexit>

qd

ad

Retreat
1
<latexit sha1_base64="M/VN/jgDc32bE6+vzHB2DNHP6CI=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx4rmLbQhrLZTNqlm03Y3Qil9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSa4Nq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRS6e5YuizVKSqE1KNgkv0DTcCO5lCmoQC2+Hobua3n1BpnspHM84wSOhA8pgzaqzkexesH/WrNbfuzkFWiVeQGhRo9qtfvShleYLSMEG17npuZoIJVYYzgdNKL9eYUTaiA+xaKmmCOpjMj52SM6tEJE6VLWnIXP09MaGJ1uMktJ0JNUO97M3E/7xubuKbYMJllhuUbLEozgUxKZl9TiKukBkxtoQyxe2thA2poszYfCo2BG/55VXSuqx7bt17uKo1bos4ynACp3AOHlxDA+6hCT4w4PAMr/DmSOfFeXc+Fq0lp5g5hj9wPn8AEqKOMA==</latexit>

cd

<latexit sha1_base64="9FtwWNDqdMRDTesed7FfSjFZ0rM=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eKthbaUDabTbt0s4m7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmlldW19o7xZ2dre2d2r7h+0TZJpxlsskYnuBNRwKRRvoUDJO6nmNA4kfwhG11P/4YlrIxJ1j+OU+zEdKBEJRtFKd4/9sF+tuXV3BrJMvILUoECzX/3qhQnLYq6QSWpM13NT9HOqUTDJJ5VeZnhK2YgOeNdSRWNu/Hx26oScWCUkUaJtKSQz9fdETmNjxnFgO2OKQ7PoTcX/vG6G0aWfC5VmyBWbL4oySTAh079JKDRnKMeWUKaFvZWwIdWUoU2nYkPwFl9eJu2zuufWvdvzWuOqiKMMR3AMp+DBBTTgBprQAgYDeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/z1pJTzBzCHzifP05Sjcw=</latexit>

thd
<latexit sha1_base64="WaTVf130e19HVh6vMpVfQ9ZLffQ=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi6LHoxWMF+wFtKJvNpl272Q27E6GE/gcvHhTx6v/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAU36HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61jco0ZS2qhNLdkBgmuGQt5ChYN9WMJKFgnXB8O/M7T0wbruQDTlIWJGQoecwpQSu1cZCPoumgWvPq3hzuKvELUoMCzUH1qx8pmiVMIhXEmJ7vpRjkRCOngk0r/cywlNAxGbKepZIkzAT5/Nqpe2aVyI2VtiXRnau/J3KSGDNJQtuZEByZZW8m/uf1Moyvg5zLNEMm6WJRnAkXlTt73Y24ZhTFxBJCNbe3unRENKFoA6rYEPzll1dJ+6Lue3X//rLWuCniKMMJnMI5+HAFDbiDJrSAwiM8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj0VrySlmjuEPnM8f3F6PTQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="KFKQI80kSvyVrXh1eoK4oO8fR44=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDabSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSAXXxnW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6yRTDFssEYnqBlSj4BJbhhuB3VQhjQOBnWB8O/M7T6g0T+SjmaTox3QoecQZNVZ6UINwUK25dXcOskq8gtSgQHNQ/eqHCctilIYJqnXPc1Pj51QZzgROK/1MY0rZmA6xZ6mkMWo/n586JWdWCUmUKFvSkLn6eyKnsdaTOLCdMTUjvezNxP+8Xmaiaz/nMs0MSrZYFGWCmITM/iYhV8iMmFhCmeL2VsJGVFFmbDoVG4K3/PIqaV/UPbfu3V/WGjdFHGU4gVM4Bw+uoAF30IQWMBjCM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AU/Yjc0=</latexit>

Predator
injured

Success

⇡s
<latexit sha1_base64="nzdp0e6EepoLFpjvn7LqESMkwz0=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEeqx6MVjBdMW2lA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4GLx4U8eoP8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvGEquDau++2UNja3tnfKu5W9/YPDo+rxSVsnmWLos0QkqhtSjYJL9A03ArupQhqHAjvh5G5e7zyh0jyRj2aaYhDTkeQRZ9RYy++nfKAH1Zpbdxci6+AVUINCrUH1qz9MWBajNExQrXuem5ogp8pwJnBW6WcaU8omdIQ9i5LGqIN8seyMXFhnSKJE2ScNWbi/J3Iaaz2NQ9sZUzPWq7W5+V+tl5noJsi5TDODki0/ijJBTELml5MhV8iMmFqgTHG7K2FjqigzNp+KDcFbPXkd2ld1z/LDda15W8RRhjM4h0vwoAFNuIcW+MCAwzO8wpsjnRfn3flYtpacYuYU/sj5/AHasY6z</latexit>

0

0

<latexit sha1_base64="V4bKZjC79BSurQcTQAaChDeNjNU=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx4r2FpoQ9lsNu3SzSbuToQS+ie8eFDEq3/Hm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJXCoOt+O6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3evun/QNkmmGW+xRCa6E1DDpVC8hQIl76Sa0ziQ/CEY3Uz9hyeujUjUPY5T7sd0oEQkGEUrdc5IL+QSab9ac+vuDGSZeAWpQYFmv/rVCxOWxVwhk9SYruem6OdUo2CSTyq9zPCUshEd8K6lisbc+Pns3gk5sUpIokTbUkhm6u+JnMbGjOPAdsYUh2bRm4r/ed0Moys/FyrNkCs2XxRlkmBCps+TUGjOUI4toUwLeythQ6opQxtRxYbgLb68TNrndc+te3cXtcZ1EUcZjuAYTsGDS2jALTShBQwkPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMW0tOMXMIf+B8/gBSKI99</latexit>

P as c y

Prey escapes

qd

rd

rd

<latexit sha1_base64="dYIakuRZPxikqcvq0LzJxk3W/S0=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOJsmY2ZllplcIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqSw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41rU4N4w2mpTbtiFouheINFCh5OzGcxpHkrWh8O/NbT9xYodUDThIexnSoxEAwik5qYi8b2WmvXPGr/hxklQQ5qUCOeq/81e1rlsZcIZPU2k7gJxhm1KBgkk9L3dTyhLIxHfKOo4rG3IbZ/NopOXNKnwy0caWQzNXfExmNrZ3EkeuMKY7ssjcT//M6KQ6uw0yoJEWu2GLRIJUENZm9TvrCcIZy4ghlRrhbCRtRQxm6gEouhGD55VXSvKgGfjW4v6zUbvI4inACp3AOAVxBDe6gDg1g8AjP8ApvnvZevHfvY9Fa8PKZY/gD7/MH8ymPXA==</latexit>

tdd
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lutionary game theory. The core tactics could switch between themselves, but since
they are behaviours, they could also combine. For example, a predator may wait to
ambush prey with a lure out, a typical fishing strategy (e.g. [34]). This ability comes
with a well-justified tradeoff [35] as the behaviour requires either a large brain or an
investment in physical structures or substances to attract prey. All these costs could
be captured by an overall higher death rate of these innovative tactics.
Thus the overall cost of this innovation reduces the prey capture rate of the predators employing the novel tactics z. In a broad sense, the predators thus have two
strategies, simple or complex. Simple strategies involve using core tactics while a
complex strategy involves the use of the novel, innovative tactics. In general for n

core tactics we have m = nk possible “innovative” hunting tactics. The total number
of tactics in the spider population are thus n (core tactics) + m (derived novel tactics).
The dynamics are now further modified as,

ẋs

ẏi

żi

n
m
X
xs  X
= g1 xs 1 −
−
yj φS −
zj ΦS
M
j=1
j=1


!
Pn
Pm
n
n
X
X
yj + j=1 zj
j=1
yj µji fj  1 −
− yi e1 − ryi
θi,j Di,j yj
= 
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j=1
j=1


!
Pn
Pm
n
X
yj + j=1 zj
j=1
θi,j yi yj  1 −
= zi Fi + r
− zi e2
(16)
N
i,j



where all the core tactics are denoted by y and the novel tactics by z. Two core tactics
blend with a rate r and the elements of the matrix D determine the contribution of the
individual core tactics in forming the new tactic. We have Dk,k = 0 and Di,j + Dj,i =
1. The binary operator θi,j which can be either 1 or 0 dictates whether a certain
combination is even possible or not, for e.g. θi,i = 0. Even if there is a continuous
influx due to the recombination rate r, the novel hunting tactics have a reduced prey
capture rate of the safe prey as compared to the core tactics. This cost does not allow
the complex tactics to flourish even if they originate.
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Figure 5: Harvest rates for the core and novel strategies. For the simple predator
and the complex predator some of the parameters have the same values. For example
we have ts = τs = 1, as = 0.9, cs = 0.9 tds = τds = 0, ths = τhs = 0.1 and thd = τhd =
0.5. The difference lies in the time taken to decide whether to attack a dangerous prey
or to retreat tdd = 0 since the prey needs to be identified as dangerous. The individual
attack tactics also have their own parameter settings, for the simple predator the tactics
are Ambush (tas = 0.15, tad = 0.15, qd = 0.1 and rd = 0.8), Lure (tas = 0.2, tad = 0.2,
qd = 0.1 and rd = 0.6) and Pursuit (tas = 0.1, tad = 0.1, qd = 0.05 and rd = 0.9). For the
complex tactics we have, Ambush-Lure (aal = 0.8, cal = 0.9, τas = 0.25, qal = 0.55 and
ral = 0.1), Ambush-Pursuit (aap = 0.8, cap = 0.8, τas = 0.14, qap = 0.4 and rap = 0.6)
and Lure-Pursuit (alp = 0.8, clp = 0.85, τas = 0.18, qlp = 0.5 and rlp = 0.15). The
space of success of these strategies is discussed further in Fig. 6. The time required to
execute the the complex tactics τad are assumed to be A-L (τal = 0.5), A-P (τap = 0.3)
and L-P (τlp = 0.4).
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2.5 Full model
To build up the model stepwise we now include the dangerous prey as well. Denoted
by xd , as before, the initial abundance of this prey type is assumed to be extremely
low. This property can be captured by the now complete model as given by the
equations:

 X
n
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X
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yj φ S −
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M
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 X
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While it is straightforward to write down the dynamics of all the types in the population and possibly further analyse the model, we focus on the definitions of the terms
within this theory. For example, we have calculated the response functions for a simple and a complex tactic in Fig. 2. Now, we have three simple core strategies, and the
example harvest rates for these denoted in Fig. 5 (left panel). A binary combination
of the core tactics results in the three complex novel tactics. The example response
functions are illustrated in Fig. 5 (right panel) for each complex novel tactic.
How tactics combine depends on the organism and the type of tactics. If we imagine two straightforward hunting behaviours then perhaps what combines is not the
actual predatory tactic, but the phenotypic adaptations developed for each tactic. For
example, the ability to use wind direction to avoid detection by prey plus to be able to
map the three-dimensional surroundings to approach prey cannot be combined if the
appropriate phenotypic adaptation to detect wind movement and three-dimensional
optic machinery have not evolved in the same animal. While our concept of combining tactics is a simplification over the natural processes of functional overloading, it
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allows us to make inroads into theoretically unchartered territory. For example, we
can map the complex novel tactics of a predator together with the simple core tactics
when attacking a dangerous prey. The tactics can be visualised by measuring the mutually exclusive probabilities of hunting success, predator injury and (dangerous) prey
release in a probability space as in Fig. 6. Core tactics are predicted to be the least
successful predatory tactics, but require the least amount of investment by the predator. Novel tactics are expected to reduce the risk of predator injury while increasing
prey capture success. However, the cost of novel tactics (e.g., via time investment)
is higher than core tactics (Fig. 5). In our example, tactics that include luring prey,
which requires behavioural modification of the prey (i.e., the prey must approach the
predator) are the most risky for the predator and yet are the most likely to result in
prey capture.
We have thus completed the development of the full model. Starting with the classical ecological model of predator-prey dynamics (Fig. 7 (a)), we added dangerous
prey in the model (b). This resulted in loss of the stability of the classical predator-prey
cycles. Although suffering from a lower growth rate compared to safe prey, dangerous
prey can deter the predators and thus leads to a dominance of dangerous prey over
other types. Then we included multiple simple ‘core’ tactics and allowed the predator
to switch between them (c). While this allows multiple predatory tactics to be exploited, some performing better than others, they are still simple. The dangerous prey
can evade such tactics and maintains its superiority. Finally allowing for innovation,
complex ‘novel’ hunting tactics arise (d). The novel tactics, whose functionality until
now lay dormant, can now invade the hunting strategy space and co-exist together
with the ‘core’ tactics. For the illustrated parameter, we observe a re-emergence of
predator-prey cycles (at least in the short run) before resulting in a static but stable
antagonistic co-existence between the (simple and complex) predators and (safe and
dangerous) prey types. While Ambush was the most successful when only safe prey
was present, in a mixed situation where both prey types are present, a combination
of Luring and Pursuing works best.
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Figure 6: Result space for core and novel predatory tactics. Each predatory tactic
is defined by its Success, Injury and Release probabilities. We can thus plot the tactics
in this space where the vertices result in the labelled outcome being realised with probability 1 (and with probability 0 at the opposite edge). Besides these three probabilities,
each tactic also takes its own time for execution. The size of the points represents this.
Ambush-Lure is the most time-consuming tactic while pursuit is the fastest.
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Figure 7: Illustrative example of the full model. The full model as described in the
set of equations in Eqs. 17 is illustrated here for four different scenarios. From the left to
right we illustrate how we have proceeded with the theory development. (a) A simple one
predator-one (safe) prey system is described which provides us with the classical RedQueen dynamics. (b) The addition of a dangerous prey, (which can harm the predator)
can result in the extinction of the predator and a coexistence of the prey types. (c) If
we allow for multiple predatory hunting tactics (all core tactics), with a switching rate
of µ = 0.1 we see that the tactics are explored by the predator however since they
all are dominated by the dangerous prey, eventually they all die out. (d) Together with
switching (µ = 0.1) if complex and novel predatory tactics can evolve (at rate r = 10−3 )
we see that the novel tactics can increase in abundance in the population and coexist
with different hunting tactics. We have used the same parameters for the tactics as
described in Fig. 6 which shows that the A-L tactic has the highest success probability.
However, the temporal dynamics reveal that the successful novel tactic, L-P, emerges
via an evolutionary method rather than only success maximisation.
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Discussion
Animals, from invertebrates to humans can show innovative behaviour [20]. Innovation can even be applied from cells to complex societies [21]. We present a method of
incorporating innovative behaviour in classical predator-prey dynamics by testing how
new predatory tactics are developed and maintained in populations. Innovative traits
such as those that arise from plasticity could eventually come under developmental
control when in the right ecology [36].
A simple model of predator-prey dynamics forms the basis of our model. However, we uniquely derive the prey capture rates of the predator using a decision tree
like approach pioneered by [22]. This bottom-up approach allowed us to expand the
model to include dangerous prey and complex predators who can employ novel hunting tactics. Probing further, we have addressed how such novel tactics can arise in
the first place.
Technological innovation can be studied by making use of the same dynamical
systems as used in evolutionary dynamics [37]. An innovative predator can formulate
alternative hunting tactics. As it is more parsimonious to tweak already available
material, we assume that the novel hunting tactics could be a blend of the already
present ‘simple’ core hunting tactics. We thus demonstrate how novel and complex
tactics that one can observe in predators can originate from a few core simple tactics.
Evidence for this comes from Portia jumping spiders that use trial and error to derive
vibrations to attract their web-building spider prey within range of attack [38]. Jumping
spiders make an excellent model system for examining the processes of behavioural
innovation in a predator due to their excellent vision and complex cognitive abilities
in a small brain [39, 40]. Further, jumping spiders have multiple predatory tactics
including ambushing, luring and pursuing prey [41, 42]. These predatory tactics are
often adapted for prey type and context [43, 44].
Of further interest would be the rate at which novel tactics arise in the population. Factors that influence the probability of novel predatory tactics arising are likely
to include animal personality and changing communities (either through animal intro-
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ductions or range expansions) providing new sources of prey. Predator personality
has already been demonstrated to affect prey capture rates [45, 46, 47]. The effects
of personality are likely to extend to predatory tactics. Once available phenotypically,
such tactics could in principle come under developmental control [36]. In our model,
we assumed that once such innovative tactics appear in the population, then they can
be passed along genetically. The rapid evolution of behavioural tactics in a predatorprey arms race between a spider and fly indicates that this is a reasonable assumption
[17]. If the inheritance of predatory tactics were strictly social, then we would need
to include hybrid modelling techniques. That is, after every generation, the novel
predatory tactics would be removed from the population. However, if generations are
over-lapping, we could also envisage a role of predator learning in the transmission
of predatory tactics. Furthermore, a difference in the lifespan of the predator and prey
could also facilitate within generation learning opportunities - the role of experience.
Certainly experience influences predatory behaviour (e.g., [48]). Future work aims at
capturing both, the role of learning and experience for a predator.
The mathematical model that we have developed takes into account the predator prey dynamics with a number of tunable parameters with the predator and its
dangerous prey in context. These parameters can be tuned to exact experimental observations. Thus, our study is generalisable to natural predator-prey systems. However, we demonstrate that the eco-evolutionary dynamics of predators and prey are
drastically affected when we incorporate innovation dynamics (Fig. 7). An interesting
question to ask using an experimental system would be when does selection favour
innovative behaviour? While predator-prey interactions themselves can become increasingly complex [49] they are nevertheless a part of community ecology, both biotic
and abiotic [50, 51]. In a large, co-evolving food web, analysing whether ecological
interactions that are antagonistic or mutualistic promote innovative behaviour would
be a study of great importance.
We conclude that incorporating innovation dynamics, together with studies of personality and experience, into traditional evolutionary dynamics will help move current
eco-evolutionary theory towards the regimes of an extended evolutionary synthesis
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applicable across scales of organisation [21].
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SI.1

Supplementary material

Simple and complex predators
Herein we develop the dynamics of a safe prey, a dangerous prey and a simple predator (single core tactic) and a complex predator (single novel tactic). How the complex
predator arises is not dealt with herein but discussed in the main text.
The density of the safe prey is denoted by xs and that of the dangerous by xd .
The growth rates of the two prey types are gs and gd , their palatabilities πS and πD
and the eventual different response curves (φS and φD ) for the safe and dangerous
prey respectively. When interacting with a dangerous prey, the predator can get hurt
(and eventually die). Dangerous prey is not predators of the predators, so the injury
encounter does not increase their net growth rate. The rate at which the predator
density can reduce when interacting with the dangerous prey is captured by φI . Taken
together the new set of equations is given by,


xs + xd
x˙s = gs xs 1 −
− yφS (xs )
M


xs + xd
x˙d = gd xd 1 −
− yφD (xd )
M
h

i
y
ẏ = y (πS φS (xs ) + πD φD (xd )) 1 −
− e − δφI (xd )
N

(SI.1)

where M is the carrying capacity of the prey species and N is that of the predators.
Now that we have a dangerous prey in the population we turn to the object of this
study – a complex predator. A complex predator is the one that can identify when the
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predator is dangerous and adjust its hunting tactic in such a way that the costs due to
injury are minimised and the success rate is better than a näive predator ΦD > φD .
Thus, now we have the simple predator as y, the complex predator z,


xs + xd
x˙s = g1 xs 1 −
− y s φS − y c Φ S
M


xs + xd
x˙d = g2 xd 1 −
− ys φD − yc ΦD
M




ys + yc
− e1 − δφI
y˙s = ys (πS φS + πD φD ) 1 −
N




y+z
ż = z (πS ΦS + πD ΦD ) 1 −
− e2 − ΦI ,
N

(SI.2)

where the response functions are written without the functional form.
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Description

Value

xs

Density of safe prey

xd

Density of dangerous prey

g1

Growth rate of safe prey

3.5

g2

Growth rate of dangerous prey

0.1 g1

M

Total carrying capacity of prey

20

yi

Density of simple strategy predator i

zi

Density of complex strategy predator i

N

Total carrying capacity of predator

20

φS

Core tactic prey capture rate when hunting safe prey

Eqs. (7)

φD

Core tactic prey capture rate when hunting dangerous prey

Eqs. (7)

ΦS

Novel tactic prey capture rate when hunting safe prey

Eqs. (9)

ΦD

Novel tactic prey capture rate when hunting dangerous prey

Eqs. (9)

φI

Core tactic injury rate when hunting dangerous prey

ΦI

Novel tactic injury rate when hunting dangerous prey

fi

Cumulative Holling response for core tactic i

Eq. (11)

Fi

Cumulative Holling response for novel tactic i

Eq. (11)

µi,j

Rate at which the core tactic j switches to i
Rate at which novel tactics are formed

10−4

θi,j

Returns 1 if the core tactics i and j are compatible

for all i,j = 1

Di,j

Contribution of the core tactic i when mixed with j

0.5

e1

Intrinsic death rate of core tactic predator

0.75

e2

Intrinsic death rate of novel tactic predator

1.5 e1

r

Table SI.1: List of Symbols. Notation used in the manuscript as well as the parameter
values used for illustrations.
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